
     
 

NOTICE OF AIRCRAFT and CHARTS for AAV 

 

 

Regional Jet 

CHECK FLIGHT 

 

CHARTS 

 

The current Check Flights for AAV were made using MSFS2000. Our flight recorder makes use 

of the navigation VOR's and Waypoints that are still in use with the Flight simulator programs. 

FSX, X-plane, MSFS2020 use the same database for navigation and hence the charts we have 

included are still good for our check flights. Most of these charts have been updated in the real 

world.  Some included charts may be older but, they are still appropriate for our use. Use the 

supplied charts and not any new updated ones.  

 
To pass this check ride you must know how to use the NAV radios for heading, read the charts 

for VOR freqs, use DME readings, holds and crossing instructions, etc. 

 

You are allowed to use the onboard aircraft FMC and auto pilot. 

 

AIRCRAFT 

 

Our Check Flights may use aircraft which some flight simulators do not have in their library 

anymore. Substitute aircraft may be used where the substitute is in the same weight class as the 

required aircraft. If you do not have the aircraft called for in the check flight instructions, contact 

your HUB manager for instructions on how to proceed.  

 

Some of the check flight instructions will give you an option for the aircraft to be used. Our data 

base library is outdated and was made for the early MSFS2000 - MSFSX. There are no aircraft 

for X-Plane, P3D or MSFS2020. If you are a serious Flight Sim pilot you may already have 

payware aircraft which may be used for your check flight.  

 



 

 

 

 

REGIONAL JET CHECK FLIGHT 

 

This check flight is designed to test your mastery of aircraft performance, speed, altitude, and avionics of a regional 

jet, an ERJ/CRJ. It will also certify your knowledge of instrument navigation techniques, instrument approach 

procedures and test your ability to read and understand standard departure and arrival charts.   

 

 

 Preparing for the Check Flight     

The Check Flight will be conducted out of our Training  

Facility. You will be flying an ERJ/CRJ. aircraft, which  

may be  included in the FS program or if you prefer,  

you may use one of the commercially available if you  

own it. 

 

In order to record this flight accurately, you will be using 

AAV’s Digital Flight Recorder system. This system 

requires FSUIPC  or XPUIPC for Xplane to be installed,  

but you do not need to have a registered version – the free one  

will work fine. 

 

You can download the latest version here:  

http://www.schiratti.com/dowson.html 

http://www.schiratti.com/xpuipc.html Figure 1. Digital Flight Recorder 

 

The setup files for the flight recorder can be downloaded from 

https://www.aavirtual.com/download_public/recorder.zip 

 

To use the AAV flight recorder, start Flight Simulator, set up your flight, and then run the AAV Flight Recorder 

from the Start Menu option that will be created when you run the installer. You’ll see the window shown in 

Figure 1. Click ‘Set Output File’ and select a filename and directory for the flight data file. I suggest using check 

flight.dat as the filename. When you’re ready to begin the flight, click ‘Connect to FS’ and then click ‘Start 

Recording’. Assuming you don’t get any error messages, return to Flight Simulator and begin flying. At the end of 

the flight, return to the recorder and click ‘Stop Recording’ to close and save the recorder file. 

 

Important Notes 

 

DO NOT pause, slew or replay the flight simulator program while the flight recorder is running as this may 

corrupt the flight file making it unreadable, in which case the Check Flight will need to be repeated. 

We are checking your familiarization with this aircraft and how you operate it.  The use of an FMC (if one is 

included with the flight model you are using) for primary navigation on this Check Flight, is permitted. The 

autopilot and autothrottle will be disconnected for the final landing. We want to see how you perform. 

In order to avoid confusion and possible interference, we recommend disabling FS ATC and AI traffic during the 
Check Flight.  Please do not attempt to fly this Check Flight while on line with Vatsim ATC. 

http://www.schiratti.com/dowson.html
http://www.schiratti.com/xpuipc.html
https://www.aavirtual.com/download_public/recorder.zip


Check flight directions 

 

This check flight consists of a standard instrument departure from KDFW, climb to an appropriately selected 

cruising 

altitude, navigation using VORs & VOR intersections, a standard terminal arrival procedure into KAUS (Austin, 

Tx.) and a full ILS approach. Charts have been included with this document for you use on this check flight. Use of 

the full autopilot or FMC system (if one is included with your flight model) is permitted on this check flight for your 

primary navigation. The final landing must all be done under manual pilot control. In order to avoid confusion and 

possible interference, we also recommend disabling FS ATC and AI traffic during the check flight. 

 

Specific directions for the flight are as follows: 

• Create a flight using your aircraft and position it at any gate at KDFW. Set sky conditions to overcast 

with moderate wind out of 200 degrees. 

• After your pre-flight settings and check, taxi to the appropriate runway of your choice and take off. (Tip: 

Always takeoff and land as close to directly into the wind as possible. If there is a crosswind, pick the 

runway that is most closely aligned into the wind that has sufficient length for the type aircraft you are 

flying.) 

• After takeoff, execute the JOE POOL departure, JASPA transition (JPOOL.JASPA). Observe all 

speed and altitude restrictions. However, you may disregard the note on the departure charts about 

maintaining 10,000’ until 10 minutes after departure and climb directly to your planned cruise altitude. 

(Hint: Because of their good rate of climb and descent, jet aircraft normally cruise at much higher altitudes 

than turboprops. The altitudes shown along the airways on the departure and arrival charts are MEA’s 

(minimum enroute altitudes) and are NOT required cruising altitudes.) 

• After reaching the JASPA intersection, fly directly to the Waco VOR (ACT - 115.3). 

• At Waco, begin executing the BLEWE arrival, Waco transition (ACT.BLEWE) into Austin. 

• Exit the Centex VOR (CWK 112.8) on a heading of 270 degrees and tune the ILS approach frequency for 

Austin runway 18R. The correct frequency can be found on the enclosed ILS approach chart. 

• At about 5 DME from Centex, turn left to a heading of 205 degrees. Hint: At this point you should be 

very close to your glide slope intercept altitude and have the aircraft slowed down in preparation for 

the approach. 

• Intercept the localizer and make an ILS approach and landing on 18R at Austin. Your final approach will 

be about 8nm. Remember, you will have a crosswind from the right (200 degrees). 

• Taxi to any gate and shut down. Click ‘Stop Recording’ on the AAV Digital Flight Recorder to close and 

save the recorder file. Please do this before you exit the flight, move the aircraft or close the flight 

simulator program. 

 

 

Check flight submission 

 

Once your check flight is complete, go to the American Airlines Virtual website (https://www.aavirtual.com) and 

click on the "Member Check flight Upload" link located under the Resources tab on the home page.  This page 

should be expecting your Check flight.  If there is an error message here, please contact your Hub Manager for 

assistance.  Click the browse button to choose your check flight file.  Select the .DAT file saved by the flight 

recorder and click ok.  Press the Submit Check flight button and you are all set.  Your check flight will be evaluated 

and you will be contacted via email with the results - usually within 72 hours. 

 

If you have any questions about the check flight procedures or are having any trouble with the flight recorder 

settings, please contact our Training Department at 

https://www.aavirtual.com/pages.php?name=Contact_Page  

 

Good luck! 

 

Training Department 

American Airlines Virtual 

 

https://www.aavirtual.com/
https://www.aavirtual.com/pages.php?name=Contact_Page











